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Figure 1: Examples of interactive lenses in visualization explored with a magnification lens.
Abstract
Since their introduction in the early nineties, Magic Lenses have attracted much interest. Especially in the realm
of visualization, the elegance of using a virtual interactive lens to provide an alternative visual representation of
a selected part of the data is highly valued. In this report, we survey the literature on interactive lenses in the
context of visualization. Our survey (1) takes a look at how lenses are defined and what properties characterize
them, (2) reviews existing lenses for different types of data and tasks, and (3) illustrates the technologies employed
to display lenses and to interact with them. Based on our review, we identify challenges and unsolved problems to
be addressed in future research.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User
Interfaces—Interaction Styles

1. Introduction
Visualization has become an established means to help people in various fields to gain insight into their data [WGK10].
Yet, as data size is constantly increasing, visualization approaches have to deal with the problem of cluttered and overcrowded visual representations. Moreover, the complexity of
the data makes it difficult to encode all facets contained in a
dataset into a single visualization image.
Addressing these challenges, visualization researchers
utilize concepts such as overview+detail and focus+context [LA94, Hau06, CKB08] as well as multiple
coordinated views [Rob07], which facilitate the exploration
of large datasets and provide multiple perspectives on
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complex data. The idea is to enable the user to interactively
change the perspective on the data very much in the sense
of what Bertin [Ber81] said:
“A graphic is not ‘drawn’ once and for all; it is
‘constructed’ and reconstructed until it reveals all
the relationships constituted by the interplay of the
data. The best graphic operations are those carried
out by the decision-maker himself.”
Important players in the concert of methods to support interactive multi-faceted data exploration are interactive
lenses. The idea behind interactive lenses is to provide on
demand an alternative visual representation of the data underlying a local area of the screen. This general concept is
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(a) Regular visualization

(b) Simple magnification

(c) Fish-eye distortion

Figure 2: A data plot with cluttered dots in the center, close to the mouse cursor. A simple magnification lens provides a scaled
version of the pixels underlying the lens. In contrast, a fish-eye transformation can be used to distort dot positions to actually
untangle the clutter under the lens.

as simple as it is powerful and versatile. In early works on
magic lenses, Bier et al. envisioned several possible instantiations of useful lenses, including lenses for magnifying visual items, adjusting graphical properties, querying precise
data values, or dynamic filtering [BSP∗ 93, BSF∗ 94, SFB94,
FS95, BSP97].
The visualization community with its need for flexible interactive tools to support the exploration of complex data
has embraced the idea of interactive lenses. In the last two
decades more than 40 lenses have been proposed in the
closer context of visualization research, still more in related
fields that deal with visual information as well (e.g. humancomputer interaction or augmented reality). In this work, we
survey the rich body of literature on lenses in visualization.
An Introductory Visualization Example Before going
into any details, we shall start with a simple example. Nothing is more simple than a classic magnification lens. Realworld magnification lenses have an ancient history as a tool
allowing us to look at details that cannot be seen with the
human eye alone. The need to look at details has also motivated early work on overview+detail, focus+context and
magic lenses [Fur86, LA94, BSP∗ 93].
An interactive magnification lens is usually defined via a
circular shape that is positioned on the screen where a more
detailed view is needed. The lens will magnify the content
underneath the lens according to a mathematical specification, modifying either the pixels of the display, the geometric
model, or even the underlying data.
But what on first sight appears to be rather straightforward turns out to be the result of carefully made design
decisions. Consider the visualization depicted in Figure 2(a),
which shows dots whose size and color visually encode nu-

merical data values. The dots in the center near the mouse
pointer occlude one another making it impossible to identify them individually. A simple magnification of the image’s
pixels as shown in Figure 2(b) allows us to acquire a bigger
picture of the situation, but it does not help to untangle the
occlusion. Applying magnification to the geometric model
to be rendered will not work either, because it would lead to
the same visual output.
Instead a lens is needed that only magnifies distances between the dots, but leaves the dots’ sizes untouched. As
shown in Figure 2(c), realizing such a lens via a fish-eye
transformation helps to clear the view on the dots in a local
region. Of course such a temporary distortion is only allowed
as long as the dots’ positions bear no information that is critical to the task at hand.
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) also illustrate the visual feedback
crafted to communicate the fact that a lens is in effect. A
circle makes the user aware of the geometric properties of
the lens (i.e., shape, position, and size). Further, a virtual veil
has been cast on those parts of the visualization that are not
affected by the lens, effectively directing the user’s attention
to the content presented within the lens.
Our introductory example already indicates that interactive lenses can be quite useful and also that there is more
to them than simple magnification of image pixels. The next
sections will elaborate on the manifold designs, purposes,
and implementations of interactive lenses in visualization.
Outline In Section 2, we start with describing how lenses
are defined and how they are integrated in the visualization
process. Keeping our considerations on an abstract level, we
establish a conceptual model that combines the classic visualization pipeline and interactive lenses. Key points are to
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define where and to what extent a lens takes effect, how the
effect is generated, and how the visual feedback is fetched
back to the visualization. A description of basic properties
of lenses completes the definitional part.
Concrete examples of lens techniques will be given in
Section 3. We develop a systematic view on interactive
lenses in visualization structured along the two key aspects
of visualization: the data as the subject of interest and the
task as the objective of the user. We use a set of data types
inspired by Shneiderman’s taxonomy [Shn96] to categorize
lenses with respect to the data aspect. Yi et al.’s [YKSJ07]
categories of user intents for interaction serve to structure
the existing lenses according to the task they support. As
new lens techniques will be published, they can be easily
inserted into this categorization schema.
In Section 4, we consider the technical equipment utilized for interactive lenses. This part is related to the display
devices and the interaction modalities that are employed to
show lenses (and visualization) and to interactively control
them. While many lenses work with a classic desktop setup
with regular display and mouse plus keyboard, there are
modern technologies (e.g., large high-resolution displays,
multi-touch interaction, head-tracking) with new capabilities
that can be utilized to make interactive lenses even more useful in visualization.
Moving on from present lens techniques, we will take a
look into the future in Section 5. We describe prospects of
interactive lenses in visualization and identify corresponding challenges to be addressed in research to come. A brief
summary in Section 6 concludes our survey.
2. Definition of Interactive Lenses in Visualization
As illustrated in Figure 3, a lens can be defined as an interactively parameterizable spatial selection according to which
a base visualization is altered. Originally, the visible effect
of a lens was locally confined to within the lens [BSP∗ 93],
in contrast to overview+detail and focus+context techniques
that affect the display globally [LA94]. Our survey focuses
on lens techniques with a local effect.
Yet, in the context of visualization there are less strict interpretations of what a lens is. A lens might affect the visualization beyond the confines of the spatial selection or even
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Figure 3: Schematic depiction of an interactive lens.
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show spatial selection and effect separately. Our survey also
includes such techniques as long as they have a lens-like feel
or call themselves lenses.
Next in Section 2.1, we will introduce a conceptual model
of lenses in visualization. In Section 2.2, we take a look at
general properties of lenses.
2.1. Conceptual Model of Lenses in Visualization
To capture the conceptual model behind interactive lenses
in visualization, we build upon the well-known visualization pipeline [CMS99]. The visualization pipeline describes
how data is transformed from a data source (DS) via data
tables (DT ) and visual abstractions (VA) to a visualization
view (V ). We consider lenses in the light of all these different stages of transformations.
Figure 4 shows that a visualization lens can be modeled
as an additional lens pipeline that is attached to a standard
pipeline. This lens pipeline realizes a lens function that generates a lens effect. There are two points of information exchange between the standard pipeline and the lens pipeline.
The first is a selection (denoted σ) that defines what is to be
processed by the lens function. The second is a join (denoted
./) that specifies how the result of the lens function is to be
integrated back into the standard pipeline.
The Selection σ The selection describes what is to be affected by the lens. In general, the selection is tightly related
to the content underneath the lens. The user controls the selection by adjusting the lens directly on the screen. Figure 4
illustrates that the lens pipeline is executed only for the subset selected from what is originally processed through the
standard pipeline. Often it is assumed that the selection is
significantly smaller than the original dataset. This allows a
lens to perform calculations that would take too long for the
entire dataset.
Defined in screen space (V ), the lens can be used directly
to specify a set of pixels on the display. Yet, in principle
the selection can be any information that is available along
the visualization pipeline. For example, the fish-eye distortion lens from the introduction (see Figure 2(c)) performs
the selection on dot positions. In order to do so, the lens
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Figure 4: Conceptual model of lenses in visualization.
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(a) Alteration

(b) Suppression

(c) Enrichment

Figure 5: Basic lens functions. (a) ChronoLenses [ZCPB11] alter existing content; (b) the Sampling Lens [ED06b] suppresses
content; (c) the extended excentric labeling lens [BRL09] enriches with new content.

needs to be inversely projected from the screen space (V ) to
the model space (VA), in which the geometry and graphical
properties of the visualization are defined. Further inverse
projection to the data space (DT or DS) enables selection at
the level of data entities or data values. For example, with
the ChronoLenses [ZCPB11] from Figure 5(a), the user basically selects an interval on a time scale. The Local Edge
Lens [TAvHS06] from Figure 7(a) (see two pages ahead) selects a subset of graph edges that pass through the lens and
actually do connect to a graph node within the lens.
So, by appropriate inverse projection of the lens, the selection σ can be made at any stage of the visualization pipeline,
be it a region of pixels at V , a group of 2D or 3D geometric
primitives at VA, a set of data entities at DT , or a range of
values at DS. However, what sounds simple in theory is not
as straight-forward in real visualization applications. Inverse
projection can lead to ambiguities that need to be resolved
to properly identify the selected entities. Assigning unique
identifiers to data items and maintaining them throughout
the visualization process as well as employing the concept
of half-spaces can help in this regard [TFS08].
The Lens Function The lens function creates the intended
lens effect. Just as any function, so is the lens function characterized by the input it operates on and the output it generates. Clearly, the selection σ is input to the lens function. The
lens function further depends on parameters that control the
lens effect. Possible parameters are as diverse as there are
lens functions. A magnification lens, for example, may expose the magnification factor as a parameter. A filtering lens
may be parameterized by thresholds to control the amount
of data to be filtered out. Parameters such as these are essential to the effect generated with a lens. Additional parameters may be available to further fine-tune the lens function.
For example, the alpha value used for dimming filtered data
could be such an additional parameter.
Given selection and parameters, the processing of the lens
function typically involves only a subset of the stages of the

visualization transformation. For example, when the selection is defined on pixels, the lens function usually manipulates these pixels exclusively at the view stage V . On the
other hand, selecting values directly from the data source
DS opens up the possibility to process the selected values
differently throughout all stages of the pipeline.
The output generated by the lens function will typically be
an alternative visual representation. From a conceptual point
of view, a lens function can alter existing content, suppress
irrelevant content, or enrich with new content, or perform
combinations thereof. Figure 5 illustrates the different options. For example, ChronoLenses [ZCPB11] transform time
series data on-the-fly, that is, they alter existing content. The
Sampling Lens [ED06b] suppresses data items to de-clutter
the visualization underneath the lens. The extended excentric labeling [BRL09] is an example for a lens that enriches
a visualization, in this case with textual labels.
The Join ./ Finally, the result obtained via the lens function has to be joined with the base visualization to create the
necessary visual feedback. A primary goal is to realize the
join so that it is easy for the user to understand how the view
seen through the lens relates to the base visualization. In a
narrow sense of a lens, the result generated by the lens function will replace the content in the lens interior as shown for
ChronoLenses [ZCPB11] and the SamplingLens [ED06b] in
Figures 5(a) and 5(b). For many other lenses the visual effect
manifests exclusively in the lens interior.
When the join is realized at earlier stages of the visualization pipeline, the visual effect is often less confined.
For example, the Layout Lens [TAS09] adjusts the position
of a subset of graph nodes to create a local neighborhood
overview as shown in Figure 6(a). Yet, relocating nodes implies that their incident edges take different routes, which in
turn introduces some (limited) visual change into the base
visualization as well. In a most relaxed sense of a lens, the
result of the lens function can even be shown separately. The
time lens [TSAA12] depicted in Figure 6(b) is an example
c The Eurographics Association 2014.
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the extended excentric labeling [BRL09] selects data items,
which allows the lens function to generate textual labels and
place them appropriately. The second observation is that the
later the join with the base visualization is carried out, the
more confined is typically the visual effect. Joins a the pixel
stage as for the SamplingLens [ED06b] are usually confined
to within the lens, whereas joining at earlier stages as for
the Layout Lens [TAS09] can have side effects on the base
visualization.
(a) Layout Lens

(b) Time lens

Figure 6: Lens effects beyond the confines of the lens interior. (a) Adjusting layout positions of graph nodes via the
layout lens [TAS09] also affects the edges in the base visualization. (b) The time lens [TSAA12] shows the lens’ spatial
selection and the generated lens result separately.

where the lens’ spatial selection (top-left circle around the
mouse cursor) and the generated result (center) are in separate places. Moreover, additional visual feedback can be
helpful to support the lens, for example by dimming the base
visualization as we have already seen in Figure 2.
An interesting question is how the join is carried out technically. A plausible solution is a three-step procedure. First,
one renders the base visualization, optionally sparing the interior of the lens. Second, the result of the lens function is
fetched to the lens interior, optionally blending with the base
visualization. Third, additional visual feedback is rendered,
including the lens geometry and optional user control elements. On modern GPUs, these operations can be accelerated via multiple render buffers, blending masks, and individual shader programs for the different steps.
However, this is not a universal solution. Instead the
specific implementation details largely depend on the lens
function and the desired effect. For example, the Layout
Lens [TAS09] from Figure 6(a) is rather easy to implement
as it only adjusts node positions at the stage of visual abstractions (VA). So the join ./ is merely to override the default
positions in the standard pipeline with the adjusted positions
as computed by the lens. On the other hand, the join can be
rather complicated, for example when considering different
layers of 3D graphical information that need to be merged in
correct depth order.
Discussion The proposed conceptual model identifies the
key operations required to design and implement an interactive lens in visualization: a selection σ, a lens function,
and a join ./. We have seen that all these operations can be
carried out at different stages of the visualization pipeline.
There are two noteworthy observation. First, if the selection takes place at the early stages, the lens function has
more options for creating a richer lens effect. For example,
c The Eurographics Association 2014.

Adding even more complexity, our conceptual model in
Figure 4 also indicates that it is possible to use multiple lens
functions to generate a desired effect [Fox98]. The combination of lenses can be realized by iteratively attaching multiple lens pipelines to a standard pipeline, or by combining
lenses recursively. In the latter case, a lens pipeline is attached to another lens pipeline. However, combining lens
functions requires proper execution of multiple interdependent selections and elaborate means for blending lens results
in a conflict-free way [TFS08]. All this is not easily accomplished and remains a challenge to be addressed in the future
as discussed in Section 5.
With the conceptual model of lenses in visualization in
mind, we can now take a more practical look at the properties
of interactive lenses.
2.2. Properties of Interactive Lenses
From a user perspective, the lens geometry is important as
it generally determines the spatial selection. In other words,
the lens geometry defines where a lens takes effect or at least
which data entities are affected. The key properties to look
at are: the lens shape, the position and size of a lens, as well
as the orientation of a lens.
Shape The most prominent property of a lens is its shape.
In theory, there are no restrictions regarding the shape of a
lens, but it is usually chosen to meet the requirements of the
application and to go hand in hand with the lens function.
Following the classic prototype of real-world lenses, many
virtual lenses are of circular shape. An example is the Local
Edge Lens [TAvHS06] as shown in Figure 7(a). Yet, in a
world of rectangular windows on computer screens, it is not
surprising to find lenses that are of rectangular shape, such
as the SignalLens [Kin10] in Figure 7(b).
An interesting alternative to lenses with a pre-defined
shape are lenses that are capable of adapting their shape automatically according to the characteristics of the data. Such
self-adapting lenses are particularly useful in cases where
the lens effect needs to be confined to geometrically complicated features in the visualization. Examples are the smart
lenses [TFS08], which adjust themselves to shapes of geographic regions, or the JellyLens [PPCP12], which morphs
around arbitrary geometric features in the data. A JellyLens
is depicted in Figure 7(c).
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(a) Circular shape

(b) Rectangular shape

(c) Content-adaptive shape

Figure 7: Lenses with different shapes. (a) Circular Local Edge Lens [TAvHS06]; (b) Rectangular SignalLens [Kin10]; (c)
Content-adaptive JellyLens [PPCP12].

While two-dimensional shapes are prevalent, there are
also lenses with 3D shapes. They are typically used for the
visualization of 3D data or 3D graphics in general. Examples
are lenses for flow visualization [FG98], for magnification of
volume data [LHJ01], lenses for 3D scenes [CCF97, RH04],
or bendable virtual lenses [LGB07].
Position and Size In order to be flexible in terms of where
the visualization is to be altered, interactive lenses are parameterizable. Parameters provided by virtually all lenses
are position and size. The position of the lens can be adjusted
to focus on different parts of the data, whereas scaling a lens
up and down controls the extent of the lens effect. Taken together, moving and scaling enables users to properly attune
a lens to the data features they are interested in.
Moreover, parameterizing the size of a lens is useful
for keeping costs at a level that warrants interactivity and
comprehensibility at all times. This concerns computational
costs, i.e., the resources spent for computing the lens effect, but also cognitive costs, i.e., the effort required to make
sense of the lens effect.
A large part of the interactivity attributed to lens techniques pertains to direct manipulation [Shn83] of the lens,
which effectively means adjusting its position and size.
Complementary to interactive adjustment are methods to set
position and size of a lens automatically. For example, to
guide users to interesting events in the data, one can automatically position a Table Lens [RC94] according to those
data tuples for which events have been detected [Tom11].
An example of a lens that automatically adjusts its size to
cope with expected costs is the extended excentric labeling
lens [BRL09]. This lens reduces its size in areas where too
many items to be labeled are present.
Orientation A less apparent parameter of a lens is its orientation. In classic 2D visualization applications, the orientation of a lens is less important and therefore often neglected.
In fact, for circular lenses, orientation does not even make

(a) PaperLens [SSD09]

(b) FlowLens [GNBP11]

Figure 8: Examples of differently oriented lenses.

sense. Yet, orientation can be useful for fine-tuning the lens
or is even needed to define the spatial selection at all. As
illustrated in Figure 8(a), the PaperLens [SSD09], for instance, relies on 3D orientation to define a slice through a
virtual volume in the space above a tabletop display. For another example consider the ellipsoid FlowLens [GNBP11]
in Figure 8(b) and how it is oriented to better match with the
underlying visualization.
Orientation becomes more important in settings where
multiple users look at a common display from different angles, as it is the case for collaborative work at a tabletop display [VTS∗ 09]. An example is a user who is handing over a
lens to a co-worker at the opposite side of the table, which
for certain involves re-orienting the lens.
In summary, we see that lenses exhibit several key geometric properties that can be interactively or automatically
adjusted. In addition to what we described here, there can be
further parameters, for example, a depth range for 3D lenses
or a drop-off interval for fuzzy lenses.
In the next section, we broaden our view of lenses from
the conceptual model and geometric properties to actual lens
techniques for different types of data and different tasks.
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3. The Data, The Tasks, and Their Lenses
By considering data and tasks, we shift our focus to aspects
that are more of interest to users of visualization tools. Such
users may ask: I’m working with this and that type of data, is
there a lens for the task I have to accomplish with my data?
The following paragraphs aim to provide an answer to this
question. As a first part of the answer, we will look at lenses
for different types of data. For the second part of the answer,
we will study lenses for different tasks.
3.1. Lenses for Specific Data
There are general purpose lenses and there are lenses that
are specifically designed for a particular type of data. Lenses
that operate on pixels or geometric primitives are usually
oblivious to the specific data type of the underlying visualization. For example, magnification lenses (e.g., [Kea98,
CM01, CLP04, FS05, PPCP12]) are techniques that are universally applicable across many, if not all types of data.
In this section, we focus on lenses that specifically address the characteristics of the visualized data. Our survey
of data-specific lenses is inspired by Shneiderman’s taxonomy [Shn96]. Yet, we use a slightly different set of data
types, which we think is more descriptive:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Temporal data
Geo-spatial data
Volume data
Flow data
Multidimensional and multivariate data
Graph data
Text and document data

We illustrate the diversity of existing lens techniques by
describing one exemplary lens for each of these data types
very briefly. A more comprehensive overview of existing
lenses for different types of data is provided in Table 1.
Temporal data Data that have references to time are commonplace. Time series allow us to understand the development of past events and estimate the future outcome of ongoing phenomena. Analyzing time series often involves normalization, elimination of seasonal effects, and other temporal transformations. ChronoLenses [ZCPB11] enable users
to carry out such operations for selected time intervals (σ).
The transformed part of the time series is overlaid (./) with
the original version to maintain the context and facilitate
comparison.
Geo-spatial data Data about the world around us often hold
references to the geo-spatial domain, describing where certain features could be observed. Maps are frequently used in
visualization applications to serve as a basis with respect to
which the actual data are depicted. As maps are omnipresent
in our everyday lives, it is not surprising to find a lens developed for a routine problem: Detail Lenses [KCJ∗ 10] aim to
c The Eurographics Association 2014.

make the visual representation of driving directions on maps
easier to follow. To this end, relevant points of interest (POI)
are defined (σ) along a route. For each POI, a lens with a detailed map of the POI is arranged around a global overview
map (./).
Volume data Volume data are scalar data values on a three
dimensional grid. Hence, lenses for volume visualization
face the typical challenges related to spatial selection and
occlusion in densely packed 3D visual representations. The
Magic Volume Lens [WZMK05] addresses these challenges.
In fact, the authors propose different lenses to magnify volumetric features, while compressing the context without clipping it entirely. The selection (σ) can be made interactively
or can be adapted to data features automatically. The lens
effect is directly embedded (./) into the direct volume rendering through a multi-pass rendering strategy.
Flow data 2D or 3D vectors are the basic components of
flow data. In addition to the raw vectors, derived scalar
attributes, higher-level features (e.g., vortices), and flow
topology are relevant aspects of the data. Fuhrmann and
Gröller [FG98] are among the first to propose lens techniques specifically for flow data. They use a planar 3D lens
polygon or a volumetric 3D lens box to implicitly or explicitly define a 3D spatial selection (σ) in the flow for which
more details are to be shown. The low-resolution base visualization is replaced (./) by filling the lens interior with more
and thinner streamlines that also have an increased number
of control points.
Multidimensional and multivariate data General multidimensional, multivariate data typically span a frame of
reference across multiple abstract dimensions. Along these
dimensions multiple quantitative or qualitative variables
are measured. Dealing with data size is usually challenging. The Sampling Lens [EBD05, ED06b, ED06a] addresses
the problem of clutter in scatter plots and parallel coordinates. Through sampling, the lens function generates a more
sparsely populated alternative view on the data. The selection (σ) made with the lens is inversely projected into the
data space in order to estimate a suitable sampling rate for
the alternative visual representation to be shown inside the
lens. The clutter-reduced visual representation of the sampled data is rendered and clipped (./) at the lens boundaries.
Graph data A graph is a universal model for describing relations among entities. Although sophisticated graph layout
algorithms exist, visual representations of graphs might still
suffer from ambiguities. The EdgeLens [WCG03] (and later
the PushLens [SNDC10]) address this problem by reducing
the number of edges being visible inside the lens. The selection (σ) singles out edges that intersect with the lens geometry, but whose source and target vertices are not inside the
lens. Then the lens interior is cleared of the selected edges
by ’bending’ (./) them around the lens.
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Text and document data Text and document collections
are rich sources of information. Analysis of text typically
focuses on important topics or themes and querying relevant keywords. A particularly interesting application of a
lens for exploring text databases is the approach by Chang
and Collins [CC13]. What makes their lens special is the fact
that they combine spatial and abstract semantics in a single
view. The lens selection (σ) operates on a 3D model of a car
capturing the spatial semantics. Associated with the spatial
selection are keywords, which capture the abstract semantics. Keywords corresponding to the selection are visualized
as heatmap charts around the lens and an additional panel
provides access to the underling text documents (./).
In the previous paragraphs, we have briefly reviewed examples of lenses for different types of data. In the next section, we will focus on lenses for specific tasks.
3.2. Lenses for Specific Tasks
Lenses are designed as interactive tools. So it makes sense to
review lens techniques in terms of the interaction tasks they
do support specifically. In order to structure such a review,
we draw inspiration from Yi et al. [YKSJ07], who describe
seven key categories of user intents for interaction:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select
Explore
Reconfigure
Encode
Abstract/Elaborate
Filter
Connect

Each intent captures why a user wants to or needs to interact in the course of carrying out exploratory or analytic
tasks. Similar to what we have done for different types of
data, we will now very briefly describe exemplary lenses for
each category to illustrate their utility for the different interaction intents. Table 1 lists further references.
Select – Mark something as interesting A typical problem
in dense visual representations is to pinpoint data items of interest. An example of lens techniques that supports this task
are the high-precision magnification lenses [ACP10]. These
lenses make picking data items easier by actually enlarging
not only the visual space in which visual feedback is shown,
but also the motor space in which users interact.
Explore – Show me something else Exploration relates
to undirected search, the user is interested in seeking out
something new. The tangible views for information visualization [STSD10] demonstrate a variety of exploratory lens
methods. An example is the exploration of space-time cubes
via sliding a tangible view through a virtual space-time continuum above a tabletop display. This enable the user to focus on different points in time and different places in space.

Reconfigure – Show me a different arrangement The
spatial arrangement of data items on the screen is key to
comprehending the visualized information. Looking at different arrangements helps to gain a better understanding of
the data. A lens that temporarily rearranges the visual representation is the Layout Lens [TAS09]. By relocating graph
vertices to the lens interior, local neighborhood overviews
are created to support connectivity-related analysis tasks.
Encode – Show me a different representation The visual
mapping decides about the expressiveness of a data visualization. Yet through a global encoding for the data as a
whole, details in local regions may be difficult to spot. The
Color Lens [EDF11] adapts the color coding according to
the local conditions underneath the lens. The effect can be
shown in multiple local lenses and alternatively can replace
the global encoding temporarily.
Abstract/Elaborate – Show me more or less detail This
rather general task is supported in many different ways. Various general purpose lenses have been proposed that show
more detail through magnification. The lens technique by
van Ham and van Wijk [vHvW04] provides access to more
details via automatic expansion of clusters in a hierarchical
graph. Vertices that are no longer in the focus of the lens are
automatically collapsed to higher levels of abstraction.
Filter – Show me something conditionally Filtering according to specific criteria, while still maintaining a global
overview is an important task when exploring data. In some
cases, filtering even acts as an enabling technique for the
visualization. For example, the filtering capabilities of TrajectoryLenses [KTW∗ 13] enable the visual exploration of
massive movement data. Filtering can be done according to
origins and destinations of movements, regions passed by
movements, and time intervals spanned by movements.
Connect – Show me related items Once the user has focused attention on data items of interest, the exploration usually continues with related or similar data. The Bring & Go
approach [MCH∗ 09] is a lens-like technique that supports
navigation to related items in graphs. All vertices that are related (i.e., connected) to a focus area are brought close to the
focus. Clicking triggers an animated trip to a selected vertex.
Already the limited number of approaches briefly mentioned in this section indicate that lenses are broadly applied
in visualization for different data and different tasks. As it is
impossible to describe the existing lens techniques in greater
detail here, the reader is referred to the original publications
collected and categorized according to data type and task in
Table 1. Still more references and additional brief captions
are collected in the appendix.
This section presented lenses in terms of their semantics.
The next section will focus on how users actually work with
lenses using different display settings and interaction modalities.
c The Eurographics Association 2014.
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[SB92, SB94] Fisheye Views
[RM93] Document Lens
[CMS94] MagicSphere
[RC94] Table Lens
[VCWP96] 3D Magic Lenses
* [FG98] Lenses for Flow Visualization
[FP99] Excentric Labeling
[SHER99] Interactive 3D Lens
[LHJ01] Volume Magnification Lens
[SFR01] Time Lens
[BCPS02] Fuzzy Lens, Base-Pair Lens, Ring Lens
[MTHG03] 3D Flow Lens
* [WCG03] EdgeLens
* [vHvW04] Graph Abstraction Lens
[RHS05] Magic Lenses in Geo-Environments
* [EBD05, ED06b, ED06a] Sampling Lens
[RLE05] Temporal Magic Lens
* [WZMK05] The Magic Volume Lens
[TAvHS06] Local Edge Lens
[TGBD08] 3D Generalization Lenses
* [TAS09] Layout Lens
[BRL09] Enhanced Excentric Labeling
* [MCH∗ 09] Bring &Go
* [ACP10] High-Precision Magnification Lenses
[JDK10] Network Lens
* [KCJ∗ 10] Detail Lenses for Routes
[Kin10] SignalLens
* [SNDC10] PushLens
* [STSD10] Tangible Views
* [EDF11] Color Lens
[GNBP11] FlowLens
[HLTE11] SemLens
[HTE11] MoleView
[LWG11] Facet Lens
[PBKE11] EdgeAnalyser
[ZCB11] MagicAnalytics Lens
* [ZCPB11] ChronoLenses
[TSAA12] Time Lens
[PPCP12] JellyLens
* [KTW∗ 13] TrajectoryLenses
[PPCP13] Gimlenses
[UvK13] Magic Lenses for Hypergraphs
* [CC13] Lens for Querying Documents
Table 1: Lens techniques in the context of visualization categorized according to data types and tasks. Entries are sorted in
chronological order. Techniques for which a brief description is available in Section 3 are marked with *.
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(a) Multi-touch interaction

(b) Tangible interaction

(c) Spatial interaction

Figure 9: Examples of different interaction modalities for lenses. (a) Bimanual touch interaction in FingerGlass [KAP11]; (b)
graspable interaction through TangibleRings [EWCP13]; (c) interaction above the tabletop with Tangible Views [STSD10].

4. Interaction and Display
Interactive lenses in visualization take advantage of various
interaction modalities and show their visual feedback on different kinds of displays. Interactive operations that have to
be considered include creation and deletion of lenses, manipulations of the lens geometry (recall the properties discussed in Section 2.2), as well as more complex operations,
such as parameterizing the lens function or combining multiple lenses. However, these interactive operations are rarely
discussed in detail, because usually it is the lens function that
is in the focus.
The goal of this part of our survey is to illustrate the
wide variety of interactive visual environments that serve as
a technical basis for interactive lens techniques. Illustrating
examples of different display settings and interaction modalities are given in Figure 9. In the next sections, we will discuss interaction with lenses in the context of a variety of
styles and modalities. These include:
•
•
•
•
•

Mouse and keyboard interaction
Touch and multi-touch interaction
Tangible interaction
Tangible views and spatial interaction
Gaze-based interaction and head tracking

We start with looking at traditional visualization environments, which typically consist of a single display and
mouse and keyboard input devices. However, such environments quickly reach their limits in the face of complex analysis tasks performed on big data. The single display limits
the amount of information that can be shown at a time and
mouse and keyboard interaction is limited to a single user.
New visualization environments address these limitations
in different ways. Interactive tabletop displays [IIH∗ 13] and
multi-display environments [EBZ∗ 12] provide more display
space for the visualization and enable multiple users to work
collaboratively. Specifically because of their local effect,
lenses in combination with large interactive surfaces or displays can become powerful tools for collaboration. A good
example is the work by Waldner et al. [WKS07]. In their
setting several users can gain an alternative view on the data

through optical lenses by utilizing polarized light on largescale projector-based displays. As more than one person can
work with the visual representation of the data, joint data
exploration and analysis becomes less tedious. Yet, there
are also additional challenges that need to be addressed.
On tabletops, the orientation problem arises when multiple
users stand on different sides of the table looking at lenses
and visualizations. On large high-resolution displays, covering large distances causes considerable difficulties. Contextdependent interaction techniques are required to enable multiple users to make the best of interactive lenses in such new
visualization environments.

4.1. Mouse and Keyboard Interaction
Mouse and keyboard interaction has been the most common
interaction modality of the last decades. Therefore, it is no
surprise that it is also the most prominent in the reviewed
research on lenses. The typical environment of mouse and
keyboard interaction is a one-to-few display setup for a single user. The precision of the cursor movement is the major advantage of mouse input. Additional possibilities of
the mouse are given through mouse buttons and the mouse
wheel, which can be used for discrete or continuous input,
respectively. Keyboard input, on the other hand, is suitable
for mode switches or step-wise navigation.
The direct manipulation of the mouse is especially useful when specifying the region of interest and hence repositioning of the lens. This technique is used in many of the
examined research works, for instance in [BCPS02, ED06a,
PPCP12, TAvHS06, WCG03]. As the lens position is coupled with the mouse cursor, fast repositioning becomes possible. However, when a magnification lens is used, this fast
positioning at context scale can hinder target acquisition in
the focus area and make pixel-precise positioning impossible [ACP10].
Appert et al. [ACP10] introduce different interaction techniques to improve on the target selection when using magnification lenses. First, they present mode switching between
focus and context speed by using a keyboard key. Second,
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they provide a continuous mapping between precision of
lens movement depending on cursor speed. The third interaction technique introduces a ring as the lens border where
the lens’ inner region is navigated at focus scale while the
outer region is navigated at context scale. In the experiments,
all techniques performed better than regular lens positioning and the ring technique performed best in experiments for
small targets and high magnification factors without needing
the additional keyboard mode switch.
To incorporate the adjustment of parameters other than
position, mouse buttons are used to toggle a specific parameter or state [BRL09, HTE11]. Additionally, the mouse wheel
can be helpful when changing continuous values, such as
attribute ranges [HTE11]. However, as more and more parameters have to be adjusted for complex lens functions in
visualization, graphical user interfaces are necessary. Possible controls and widgets include toolbars, combo boxes,
or sliders. The mouse is then used to adjust these parameters in either global or context menus. Some examples can
be found in Jusufi et al.’s work where a dialog box is used
to create and edit the Network Lens [JDK10]. The Sampling
Lens [EBD05] is another example, as a slider is used for lens
diameter adjustment.
In three-dimensional visualizations, adjusting the lens geometry in relation to the data becomes difficult. For CAD
models, Pindat et al. [PPCP13] use mouse interaction for
positioning the lens with the help of automatic orientation
constraints and virtually drill into the visualization using
the mouse wheel. For their lenses for 3D flow visualization, Fuhrmann and Gröller [FG98] suggest a 3D mouse or
tracked pen to reconfigure the six degrees of freedom. The
Document Lens [RM93] is controlled with mouse interaction for the x-y-plane positioning and with keyboard keys
for movement within the z-plane.

menu widgets are necessary for this part. Hence, the user
can fully concentrate on the vital aspects – the lens function
and its effect on the visualized data. However, one limitation of touch interaction is the fat-finger problem [VTS∗ 09],
which describes the ambiguity in position that arises from
the imprint of the soft fingertip together with the occlusion
of the target object by the finger. Hence, pixel-precise positioning of touch requires additional interaction concepts.
Different solutions have been developed to overcome this
problem (e.g. in [BWB06]) by using an offset between finger
and cursor, interfering with the directness of the interaction,
or use of digital pens for smaller contact input.
Schmidt et al. [SNDC10] address interaction with nodelink-diagrams by designing touch gestures for edge manipulation and incorporate the creation and manipulation of their
PushLens through touch. The PushLens can be created by
using three touches close in space and time and can then be
repositioned and resized by touch dragging and pinching on
the border. Rzeszotarski and Kittur [RK14] also use multitouch when positioning their physics-based lens for highlighting elements.
As opposed to mouse-based interaction which is always one-handed, natural interactions may allow usage of
two-handed, multi-touch interactions. Bimanual interaction
concepts for lenses are employed in the FingerGlass approach [KAP11], which is shown in Figure 9(a). In FingerGlass, the selected region of interest is separated from the
output view. Both can be interacted with through touch. This
technique specifically supports precise object selection and
translation. While one hand manipulates the region of interest, elements within the magnified view of the region can be
manipulated by the second hand. To our knowledge, multitouch interaction techniques for the setting of parameters
related to the lens function have not been examined using
touch interaction before.

4.2. Touch and Multi-Touch Interaction

4.3. Tangible Interaction

In the past decade, touch devices have become increasingly
commonplace. Especially noticeable is the upsurge of touchenabled personal devices, such as smartphones and tablets,
but also interactive displays for desk work, such as touchscreen monitors, became accessible. Additionally, touchenabled devices can be enhanced with digital-pen recognition. Such devices allow for direct interaction in context and
natural interaction with virtual elements. In a sense, direct
manipulation becomes truly direct thanks to the unification
of input and output space. This is generally beneficial for
visualization, as illustrated by the natural interaction techniques for stacked graphs by Baur et al. [BLC12].

Ishii and Ullmer [IU97] coined the term tangible interaction
as early as 1997. The idea was to use the affordances, tangibility, and manipulability of physical objects for an improved interaction with virtual data. Typically, tangibles are
used on interactive tabletops to facilitate tracking possibilities and use the space around the tangible for context visualizations. Because of their properties, tangibles can be moved
quickly within the reachable area, often even without visual
focus, especially for positioning and change in orientation in
a seamless and fluent way.

In terms of lens interaction, especially the adjustment of
the geometric properties discussed in Section 2.2 becomes
natural and does not require additional widgets. Manipulations (translation, scaling, or rotation) can be accomplished
by direct interaction through multi-touch gestures and no
c The Eurographics Association 2014.

Kim and Elmqvist present embodied lenses [KE12], thin
transparencies, that function as additional layers on data similar to PaperLens [SSD09]. These tangibles can use physical
interactions, such as grasping, placing and moving for creation and manipulation of the lens. Combination of lenses
with different functions is also possible as multiple tangibles can be placed on top of each other. Applications include
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(a) Lens transparencies

(b) Paper lenses

Figure 10: Tangible interaction with tracked lenses on
interactive tabletops: (a) Embodied lenses [KE12] utilize
translucent light from the tabletop; (b) PaperLens [SSD09]
uses projection on paper.

the exlporation of layered data, for example data on the human skeleton and nerve system in medical imaging as shown
in Figure 10(a), as well as multidimensional data visualizations, and tangible map interactions.
Ebert et al. [EWCP13] introduce lenses in the form of
TangibleRings, as illustrated in Figure 9(b). These ring-like
tangible objects have two major advantages: they do not occlude or blur the underlying content and they allow for touch
interaction within the region of interest. Additionally, rings
with different radius can be concentrically positioned so that
lens functions can be logically combined. Similarly, transparent tangibles can be used as graspable representation of
lenses that can be stacked and touched from above to manipulate the visible content below the tangible [BKFD14].
A typical limitation of tangibles is their usually inflexible
form. Every manipulation of the tangible’s shape or size requires hardware modification. This can be easy, when using
transparencies or paper or may involve more complex modifications for other materials such as acrylic glass. Therefore,
they might only be applicable in specific application contexts. However, their tangibility and the use of our natural
motor skills can help make precise and intuitive manipulations of the lens.
4.4. Tangible Views and Spatial Interaction
Spindler et al. [SSD09] developed tangible views that are
passive paper lenses on which information is projected from
above, see Figure 10(b). These tangible lenses combine display and interaction in a single “device” as the display becomes the actual input channel and the interaction is lifted
up from the table into the third dimension. The spatial configuration of the paper lens in the x-y-plane above the table
determines where the lens effect should be applied. The distance to the table is an additional parameter that can be used
for interaction. Later on, these lenses were extended to active
tablet lenses [SBWD13].
Interaction concepts such as translation and rotation are

Figure 11: Gaze-based interaction: The position of the gaze
will move the magnification lens in outer or border regions
only, allowing for examination of the lens content [SD13,
SSND11].

possible as much as flipping, tilting and shaking the lens,
which distinguishes this spatial interaction from interaction
with tangibles on tabletops. On the tangible view itself interaction is possible through digital pen or touch. Tangible
views have been used for data exploration, such as graph exploration where the distance to the table surface influences
the level of abstraction shown in the lens [STSD10]. This use
case can be seen in Figure 9(c). Their advantage lies in using
the physical coordination and muscle memory of the user to
help fast navigation within the interaction space. However,
similar to tangibles on tabletops, the limitation of tangible
views is their rather fixed size and shape.
Moreover, there are several applications in the field of
augmented reality, where smart phones or tablets are used
as physical interactive lenses that can be move freely in
space [SSRG11, LBC04, BLT∗ 12].
4.5. Gaze-Based Interaction and Head Tracking
On large high-resolution displays, controlling lenses with
mouse or tangible interaction is infeasible. Gaze-based interaction techniques are a promising alternative [Jac90]. Magnification lenses are often used to make gaze interaction
more precise, not for the interaction with lenses themselves.
Examples for local magnification tools based on gaze dwell
time are proposed by Lankford [Lan00] and Ashmore et
al. [ADS05]. Yet, dwell times prevent quick execution of
commands and hence hinder a fluent workflow, because
users need to fixate a point for a certain amount of time.
Therefore, a second modality is used for explicit interactions, such as selections. Kumar et al. [KPW07] introduce
the concept of look-press-look-release to solve this problem:
Only when a keyboard key is pressed, the viewed region is
enlarged.
Stellmach et al. [SSND11] use touch as a second modality
for confirmation of selected elements. Because of constant
eye movement the positioning of these lenses can be cumbersome. Stellmach et al. [SD13] developed different regions of
movement for the fisheye lens, thereby interacting with the
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lens through gaze. As described in Figure 11, when looking
within the inner zone of the lens, no movement is triggered,
gaze focus in the “active rim” steers the lens continuously
and the outer zone helps make fast, absolute positioning.
In the context of graph exploration, Lehmann et al.
[LSST11] use head tracking to allow a user to manipulate a focus+context lens technique by moving in front of
a large high-resolution display. The distance to the display
influences the level of abstraction presented in the lens and
thereby directly adjusts a specific lens parameter. Headtracking is also used by Spindler et al. when designing Tangible Windows [SBD12] to provide a volumetric perception
on the elements presented on the tangible views when working in 3D information spaces.
To conclude, the majority of lens techniques known in
the visualization literature have been developed for mouse
and keyboard interaction in desktop environments. Precise
positioning of the lens is usually carried out via mouse interaction and lens parameters are to be set in menus and
through keyboard shortcuts. There are first promising studies on natural user interfaces for lens interaction, such as
tangible lenses and head-tracking for lenses. However, these
approaches mostly focus on the manipulation of the position and the size of lenses. Few novel interaction techniques
have been presented in terms of adjustment of other lens parameters. This is one possible direction for future work on
interaction for lenses. A more general view on interesting
research questions will be given in the next section.
5. Directions for Future Work
Our survey delivered a broad view on existing lenses for different data and different tasks and on different ways of interacting with lenses. This section is to look into the future
and to identify directions for further research on interactive
lenses in visualization.
Lenses and Interaction Virtually all lenses reviewed in this
survey support direct manipulation of the lens position on
the screen. Adjusting other properties such as size, shape,
or parameters controlling the lens function often needs to
be carried out via external controls. Maureen Stone, one of
the investigators of Magic Lenses, made an important and
thought-provoking statement in her review of an initial draft
of our survey: “[...] the fundamental problem is how you provide the user a quick and easy way to: Position the lens, work
through the lens, and (possibly) parameterize the lens.” We
add to her statement the need to flexibly combine lenses to
create new lens functions on the fly. Addressing these issues
requires more studies on the interaction side of lenses, beyond direct manipulation of their position. Future research
has to find new ways of making lenses easy to apply and
customize, even when the underlying task is more complicated than simple magnification. Utilizing modern interaction modalities seems to be a promising direction.
c The Eurographics Association 2014.

Lenses in Novel Visualization Environments Existing
lens techniques are usually designed for classic desktop visualization settings with mouse and keyboard interaction.
We have also seen that first approaches explore the possibilities offered by modern technology, including touch interaction or gaze-based interaction. Moreover, there are lenses
that support visualization in environments with multiple or
large high-resolution displays. But these are only first steps
toward a better utilization of lenses in novel visualization environments. In addition to taking advantage of modern technology, there is also the need to address typical application
scenarios in such environments. A particular direction for
future work is the investigation of lenses for collaborative
multi-user work in future data analytics workspaces for rich,
multifaceted exploration and manipulation of information.
This involves investigating user-specific private and shared
lenses (see [SCG10] for first examples) as well as combining individual lenses to a greater whole in a joint effort.

Lenses for Exploration and Manipulation The majority
of lenses support data exploration in the sense that data is
consumed by the user. Yet data manipulation becomes more
and more important. Data intensive work often involves data
correction, data abstraction, data transformation, or in general terms data manipulation. In such scenarios, the user is
the producer of data, a fact that leads to requirements that
are different from those for pure exploration tasks. A first
lens that addresses the problem of data editing is the EditLens [GSE∗ 14]. To establish lenses more broadly as tools
not only for data exploration, but also for data manipulation,
further research is needed. The basic manipulation operations insert, update, and delete must be studied and refined
in the context of the different types of data that are relevant
for visual data editing. New editing lenses have to take into
account the specific characteristics of the data and the requirements of the data manipulation objective.

Lenses as Universal Tools Our survey already indicates
that lenses are broadly applicable in visualization. In the big
data era, we expect lenses to become even more important as
versatile tools for working with large and complex datasets.
However, wide adoption of lens approaches is currently hindered by the lack of a unified toolkit that can be easily integrated with existing visualization approaches. As of today,
lens techniques are tightly interwoven with the base visualization, which makes it difficult to transfer existing solutions to related problems. So an important goal for future
research is to come up with concepts and methods that facilitate implement-once-and-reuse-many-times development of
lens techniques. A long-term goal could be to develop lenses
that are deployable in terms of lenses as a service to flexibly
enrich the capabilities of existing visual interfaces for dataintensive work.
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6. Conclusion
In this work, we surveyed the literature on interactive lenses
in visualization. We introduced a conceptual model of lenses
that defines them as additional lens pipelines that are attached to a base visualization pipeline. In the sense of this
model, a visualization lens can take effect at any stage of
the transformation from the raw data to their visual representation. The wide applicability of lenses was illustrated by
a systematic view on interactive lens techniques where we
categorized lenses according to the specific type of data they
address and the user tasks they support. Actual designs of interaction for lenses have been described in the light of classic
and modern output devices and interaction modalities.
In addition to our review of existing work, we took a look
into the future and identified promising directions for further research on lenses in visualization. We hope that our
survey can stimulate not only a broader utilization of existing lenses, but also motivate researchers to investigate novel
concepts and techniques that manifest lenses as rich and flexible tools for visual exploration and manipulation.
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Appendix: Summary of References
This appendix is to list all references that we have at our
disposal and provide a brief explaining caption for each
of them. The appendix is structured into separate sections
covering visualization lenses, lens-like techniques, generalpurpose magnification and distortion lenses, miscellaneous
lenses, models, concepts & taxonomies, and interaction with
lenses.
Visualization Lenses
[BCPS02] Fuzzy Lenses: alternative gene representation; Base
Pair Lens: separation of genes; Ring Lens: detail in context view
applied to genetic network data.
[BRL09] Enhanced Excentric Labeling: Adaptive lens for labeling
data points in scatter plots.
[CC13] Text visualization assisted by interactive lens queries on
spatial models.
[CMS94] Magic Sphere: Various lens functions for altering 3D visual representations.
[EBD05, ED06b, ED06a] Sampling Lens: Interactive sampling in
scatter plots and parallel coordinates plots.
[EDF11] Color Lens: Locally adapted color coding for visual representations of data and images.
[FG98] Lenses for flow data: Magic lens and magic box for higherresolution streamline visualization.
[FP99] Excentric Labeling: Labeling points in visual representations of data.
[GNBP11] FlowLens: Visualizing flow data with additional attributes in a 2D lens.
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[GSE∗ 14] EditLens: Semi-automatic editing of graphs with customized layouts.
[HLTE11] SemLens: Analyzing scatter plots with combinable semantic lenses.
[HTE11] MoleView: Rearranging graphical primitives of multivariate relational data with lenses.
[JDK10] Network Lens: Representing data attributes in network
structures.
[KCJ∗ 10] Detail Lenses: Facilitating the understanding of navigation directions via detail maps for points of interest.
[Kin10] SignalLens: Analyzing details in signal traces with a focus+context approach.
[KTW∗ 13] TrajectoryLenses: Lenses for filtering and exploring
trajectory data.
[LHJ01] Lenses for magnifying focus regions in volume data.
[LWG11] Facet Lens: Exploration of document data with multiple
facets.
[MCH∗ 09] Bring & Go: Rearranging graph vertices for quick navigation.
[MTHG03] Magic Volumes: Focus+context visualization of 3D
flow data.
[PBKE11] EdgeAnalyser: Support edge grouping and insight into
properties of groups of edges.
[PPCP12] JellyLens: Lens that adapts its shape to features in visual
representations.
[PPCP13] Gimlenses: Drilling holes into complex 3D models to
uncover details.
[RC94] Table Lens: Focus+context for tabular visualizations.
[RHS05] Lenses for focus+context in geo-virtual environments.
[RLE05] Temporal Magic Lens: Combining spatial and temporal
aspects for visual analysis of video data.
[RM93] Document Lens: Classic lens for document visualization.
[SB92, SB94] Fisheye Views: Classic focus+context with application to visualization.
[SFR01] Time Lens: Comparing different points in time for understanding spatio-temporal data.
[SHER99] Interactive 3D lens: Enhancing 3D glyph-based visual
representations.
[SNDC10] PushLens: Routing edges around the lens to reduce ambiguities in graph layouts.
[STSD10] Tangible views: Interactive visualization lenses made
tangible.
[TAvHS06, TAS09] Graph lenses: Supporting graph exploration
through lens techniques.
[TFS08] Smart lenses: Integrating lenses into the data state reference model of visualization.
[TGBD08] 3D Generalization Lenses: Focus+context visualization of virtual city models.
[TSAA12] Time Lens: Enhancing the visualization of spatial
movements with temporal aspects.
[UvK13] Magic lenses for hypergraphs: Querying graph structures
with hyperedges using interactive lenses.
[VCWP96] 3D Magic lenses: Extending magic lenses to the third
dimension.
[vHvW04] Graph abstraction lens: Combining semantic and geometric distortion for analyzing hierarchical graphs.
[WCG03] EdgeLens: Bending graph edges around a lens to reduce
ambiguities.
[WZMK05] The Magic Volume Lens: Magnification of features of
interest in volume visualization.
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[ZCB11] MagicAnalytics Lens: On-the-fly comparison of time series regarding analytical methods.
[ZCPB11] ChronoLenses: Transform time series on the fly.

Lens-Like Techniques
[BDW∗ 08] Probes for geospatial analysis: Access to details by
placing probes on maps.
[BGM∗ 10] Illustrative focus+context: Cutaway views and ghosting for volume visualization.
[Elm05] BalloonProbe: Interactive reduction of occlusion problems in 3D visualization scenes.
[FS92] Cutaways and ghosting: Addressing visibility problems in
3D illustrations.
[HS04] Timeboxes: Movable filter tools for querying time series.
[KFA∗ 04] Frisbee: Remote control interface for large displays.
[LRA∗ 07] Cutaway illustrations of complex 3D models.
[VKG04] Importance-Driven Volume Rendering: Cutaway and
ghosting for focus+context.

General-Purpose Magnification and Distortion Lenses
[ACP10] High precision magnification lenses: Improved picking
through separation of visual and motor space.
[BCN11] Undistort lens: Locally undistort representations that
have been modified by global distortion techniques.
[BEK∗ 03] Screen magnifiers: A review of techniques for magnifying screen content.
[CLP04] Higher magnification: New functions that improve magnification while maintaining context.
[FS05] DTLens: Multi-user, multi-lens magnification on tabletops.
[Gut02] Speed-coupled flattening: Improving focus targeting in
fisheye lenses.
[PA08, PBA10] Sigma lenses: Using space, translucence, and time
for transitions between focus and context.
[RCBBL07] Pointing Lenses: Easier selection of small targets.
[ZZG∗ 12] Conformal magnifier: Magnification with conformal
mapping and local shape preservation.

Miscellaneous Lenses
[BLT∗ 12] AR magic lens: Correct (user) perspective into
augmented reality.
[HRS97] Debugging Lenses: Supporting debugging with
lens techniques.
[KMS07] AR focus+context visualization: Lenses restrict
overlayed context presentation.
[NIC07] NPR Lenses: Lenses with non-photorealistic rendering effects.
[SCG10] IdLenses: Personalization of graphical content
through lenses.
Models, Concepts & Taxonomies
[BSF∗ 94] A taxonomy of the See-Through Interface, including
Toolglass and Magic Lenses.
[BSP∗ 93] The classic paper on Toolglass and Magic Lenses.
[BSP97] Various Magic Lens filters for illustration systems.
[CCF97] Conceptual considerations when extending 2D distortion
to 3D distortion.
[CKB08] Survey on overview+detail, zooming, and focus+context
approaches.
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[CM01] A unified model for presentation spaces allowing for different presentation methods in a single interface.
[CMS99] Model of the visualization process as a pipeline of data
transformation stages.
[EBZ∗ 12] Design considerations for workspaces with large highresolution displays.
[Fox98] A generic model for composing multiple lens functions
via delegation, rather than inheritance.
[FS95] Composing movable filters for enhanced dynamic querying.
[Fur86] The theory behind degree of interest for focus+context approaches.
[Hau06] A generalized view on focus+context in visualization.
[Kea98] Generalization of the focus within context problem.
[KR96] Functions for non-linear magnification transformations.
[LA94] A survey on distortion-oriented presentation techniques.
[Neu03] A taxonomy and review of discrete lens techniques.
[RH04] An implementation model for 3D lenses.
[Rob07] Coordinated multiple views for exploratory visualization.
[SFB94] The concept of the movable filter as an interface tool.
[Shn83] The classic definition of interaction through direct manipulation.
[Shn96] Taxonomy of visualization based on data types and tasks.
[SSS02] Taxonomy of the through-the-lens metaphor.
[Tom11] A model for event-based concepts and visualization.
[WGK10] A textbook explaining foundations, techniques, and applications of visualization.
[YCB05] Models for nonlinear perspective distortion and lenses
for 3D scenes.
[YKSJ07] Categorization of interaction techniques according to
user intents.

Lens interaction
[ADS05] Improving gaze-based interaction with the help of a fisheye lens.
[BLC12] Modern multi-touch techniques for interacting with
stacked graphs of multivariate time-series.
[BWB06] Improved selection of small targets on multi-touch
screens with dual finger interaction techniques.
[BKFD14] Analysis of transparent tangibles on tabletops and their
advantages for precision.
[EWCP13] TangibleRings as intuitive tangible interfaces for
nestable lenses.
[IIH∗ 13] A research agenda for visualization on interactive surfaces.
[IU97] Tangible interaction to bridge the gap between cyberspace
and physical world.
[Jac90] Eye movement-based interaction techniques.
[KAP11] FingerGlass: Interactive, bimanual touch-based lens interaction via ring objects.
[KE12] Embodied lenses: physical interaction with sheets of foil
with applications to multi-dimensional data visualization.
[KPW07] Eyepoint: Gaze and keyboard interaction for magnification lenses.
[Lan00] Magnification lenses in gaze-based interaction.
[LSST11] Head-tracking for lens interactions in front of large
high-resolution displays.
[LBC04] Using tangibles as handles for virtual lenses in AR.
[LGB07] Tangible lens with flexible bendable shape in AR.
[RK14] Multi-touch interaction for data visualization, physicsbased manipulations.

[SSRG11] Feature tracking with lens-like handheld devices for
large display walls.
[SBD12] Head-coupled perspective with tangible views.
[SSD09, SBWD13] PaperLens and tangible displays: passive and
active tangible views tracked above the tabletop.
[SD13] Zones for gaze-based interaction with magnification
lenses.
[SSND11] Multimodal gaze-supported interaction.
[VTS∗ 09] Design considerations for tabletop interaction techniques.
[WKS07] Optical Magic Lenses: Using real lenses to control virtual lenses.
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